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Measurements

Additional ItemsFiber Standard

Collection: Named after Manhattan’s ‘Triangle Below Canal Street’ neighborhood, Richard Frinier’s TRIBECA collec-
tion plays on the dynamic interaction of triangles and ellipses, evoking the spirit and shapes of Danish Modernism. The 
strong yet lightweight metal shapes are created by hydroforming, an advanced technology usually reserved for racing 
cars and bicycles. 

Side chair: Its exposed metal legs darkened to a walnut-wood hue typical of Danish Modern, this side chair features a 
comfortable seat cushion and a sophisticated weaving technique.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, dynamic, strong, sophisticated, Scandinavian, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Cover

cm
inch

59

83

44
4

49

TRIBECA
Side chair

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 52003 | Weight 4 kg/9 lbs | Volume 0,24 m³/8 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,76 m/1.00 yd (plain fabric only)

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Special Features Fabrics

Item code: 95052003

The cushions of the TRIBECA side chair and bar 
stool come equipped with two straps at the back, 
each with an eyelet on the end. To keep a cushion 
from sliding, place the eyelets over the two corres-
ponding snaplock pins, which are mounted on the 
underside of the stool or chair.
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Measurements

Additional ItemsFiber Standard

Collection: Named after Manhattan’s ‘Triangle Below Canal Street’ neighborhood, Richard Frinier’s TRIBECA collec-
tion plays on the dynamic interaction of triangles and ellipses, evoking the spirit and shapes of Danish Modernism. The 
strong yet lightweight metal shapes are created by hydroforming, an advanced technology usually reserved for racing 
cars and bicycles. 

Armchair: Its exposed metal legs darkened to a walnut-wood hue typical of Danish Modern, this armchair features a 
comfortable seat cushion and a sophisticated weaving technique. 
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, dynamic, strong, sophisticated, Scandinavian, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Cover

cm
inch

64

83

44
4

65

61
24

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95052001

0115

TRIBECA
Armchair

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 52001 | Weight 6 kg/13 lbs | Volume 0,32 m³/11 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,67 m/1.00 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: Named after Manhattan’s ‘Triangle Below Canal Street’ neighborhood, Richard Frinier’s TRIBECA collec-
tion plays on the dynamic interaction of triangles and ellipses, evoking the spirit and shapes of Danish Modernism. The 
strong yet lightweight metal shapes are created by hydroforming, an advanced technology usually reserved for racing 
cars and bicycles. 

Lounge chair: Its exposed metal legs darkened to a walnut-wood hue typical of Danish Modern, this lounge chair 
features comfortable cushions and a sophisticated weaving technique.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, dynamic, strong, sophisticated, Scandinavian, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Cover

cm
inch

77

77

34
10 4

60

70

TRIBECA
Lounge chair

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 52005 | Weight 6,5 kg/14 lbs | Volume 0,42 m³/15 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,10 m/2.50 yd (plain fabric only)

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95052005
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Collection: Named after Manhattan’s ‘Triangle Below Canal Street’ neighborhood, Richard Frinier’s TRIBECA collec-
tion plays on the dynamic interaction of triangles and ellipses, evoking the spirit and shapes of Danish Modernism. The 
strong yet lightweight metal shapes are created by hydroforming, an advanced technology usually reserved for racing 
cars and bicycles. 

Footstool: Its exposed metal legs darkened to a walnut-wood hue typical of Danish Modern, this footstool features a 
comfortable cushion and sophisticated weaving technique.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, dynamic, strong, sophisticated, Scandinavian, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Cover

cm
inch

55

41
3

70

TRIBECA
Footstool

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 52031 | Weight 4 kg/9 lbs | Volume 0,16 m³/6 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,90 m/1.00 yd (plain fabric only)

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95052031
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Collection: Named after Manhattan’s ‘Triangle Below Canal Street’ neighborhood, Richard Frinier’s TRIBECA collec-
tion plays on the dynamic interaction of triangles and ellipses, evoking the spirit and shapes of Danish Modernism. The 
strong yet lightweight metal shapes are created by hydroforming, an advanced technology usually reserved for racing 
cars and bicycles. 

Barstool: Its exposed metal legs darkened to a walnut-wood hue typical of Danish Modern, this barstool features a 
comfortable cushion and a sophisticated weaving technique.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, dynamic, strong, sophisticated, Scandinavian, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Cover

cm
inch

52

10
9

43

75
4

44

TRIBECA
Barstool

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 52028 | Weight 5,3 kg/12 lbs | Volume 0,25 m³/9 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 0,80 m/1.00 yd (plain fabric only)

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95052028

Special Features

The cushions of the TRIBECA side chair and bar 
stool come equipped with two straps at the back, 
each with an eyelet on the end. To keep a cushion 
from sliding, place the eyelets over the two corres-
ponding snaplock pins, which are mounted on the 
underside of the stool or chair.
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Measurements

Additional ItemsFiber Standard

Collection: Named after Manhattan’s ‘Triangle Below Canal Street’ neighborhood, Richard Frinier’s TRIBECA collec-
tion plays on the dynamic interaction of triangles and ellipses, evoking the spirit and shapes of Danish Modernism. The 
strong yet lightweight metal shapes are created by hydroforming, an advanced technology usually reserved for racing 
cars and bicycles. 

2-seater: Its exposed metal legs darkened to a walnut-wood hue typical of Danish Modern, this 2-seater features 
comfortable cushions and a sophisticated weaving technique.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, dynamic, strong, sophisticated, Scandinavian, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Cover Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95052112

cm
inch

89
35

76 30

34
10 4

60

162

0115

TRIBECA
2-seater

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 052012 | Weight 14 kg/31 lbs | Volume 1 m³/39 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 4,72 m/ (plain fabric only)
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Collection: Named after Manhattan’s ‘Triangle Below Canal Street’ neighborhood, Richard Frinier’s TRIBECA collec-
tion plays on the dynamic interaction of triangles and ellipses, evoking the spirit and shapes of Danish Modernism. The 
strong yet lightweight metal shapes are created by hydroforming, an advanced technology usually reserved for racing 
cars and bicycles. 

3-seater: Its exposed metal legs darkened to a walnut-wood hue typical of Danish Modern, this 3-seater features 
comfortable cushions and a sophisticated weaving technique.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, dynamic, strong, sophisticated, Scandinavian, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Cover

TRIBECA
3-seater

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 52015 | Weight 17 kg/37 lbs | Volume 1,41 m³/50 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): to be determined

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95052115

cm
inch

89
35

76 30

34
10 4

60

209
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Collection: Named after Manhattan’s ‘Triangle Below Canal Street’ neighborhood, Richard Frinier’s TRIBECA collec-
tion plays on the dynamic interaction of triangles and ellipses, evoking the spirit and shapes of Danish Modernism. The 
strong yet lightweight metal shapes are created by hydroforming, an advanced technology usually reserved for racing 
cars and bicycles. 

Daybed right: Its exposed metal legs darkened to a walnut-wood hue typical of Danish Modern, this elegant daybed 
features comfortable cushions and a sophisticated weaving technique.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, dynamic, strong, sophisticated, Scandinavian, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Cover

TRIBECA
Daybed right

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 52018 | Weight 11 kg/24 lbs | Volume 0,99 m³/35 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): to be determined 

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95052118

cm
inch

81
32

76 30

34
10 4

60

161
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Collection: Named after Manhattan’s ‘Triangle Below Canal Street’ neighborhood, Richard Frinier’s TRIBECA collec-
tion plays on the dynamic interaction of triangles and ellipses, evoking the spirit and shapes of Danish Modernism. The 
strong yet lightweight metal shapes are created by hydroforming, an advanced technology usually reserved for racing 
cars and bicycles. 

Daybed left: Its exposed metal legs darkened to a walnut-wood hue typical of Danish Modern, this elegant daybed 
features comfortable cushions and a sophisticated weaving technique.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, dynamic, strong, sophisticated, Scandinavian, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Cover

TRIBECA
Daybed left

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 52017 | Weight 11 kg/24 lbs | Volume 0,99 m³/35 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): to be determined 

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95052117

cm
inch

81
32

76 30

34
10 4

60

161
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Collection: Named after Manhattan’s ‘Triangle Below Canal Street’ neighborhood, Richard Frinier’s TRIBECA collec-
tion plays on the dynamic interaction of triangles and ellipses, evoking the spirit and shapes of Danish Modernism. The 
strong yet lightweight metal shapes are created by hydroforming, an advanced technology usually reserved for racing 
cars and bicycles. 

Beach chair: Its exposed metal legs darkened to a walnut-wood hue typical of Danish Modern, this beach chair fea-
tures comfortable cushions, an adjustable back and rear wheels for easy mobility. 
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, dynamic, strong, sophisticated, Scandinavian, versatile
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed except those of man-made leather. To clean 
leather covers, please use a soft cloth and warm water.

Cover

cm
inch

202

34
4

75

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95052019

0115

TRIBECA
Beach chair

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 052019 | Weight 15 kg/33 lbs | Volume 0,52 m³/18 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,69 m/3.50 yd (plain fabric only)
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Measurements

Additional Items

Collection: Named after Manhattan’s ‘Triangle Below Canal Street’ neighborhood, Richard Frinier’s TRIBECA collec-
tion plays on the dynamic interaction of triangles and ellipses, evoking the spirit and shapes of Danish Modernism. The 
strong yet lightweight metal shapes are created by hydroforming, an advanced technology usually reserved for racing 
cars and bicycles. 

Dining table: Its exposed metal legs darkened to a walnut-wood hue typical of Danish Modern, this dining table fea-
tures a similarly-colored top in a choice of HPL or single- layer safety glass. 
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, dynamic, strong, sophisticated, Scandinavian, versatile
Options: Item is available with glass tabletop lacquered and satinated in tamari dark brown or HPL tabletop in wenge 
wood look.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Cover

cm
inch

100

73

100

TRIBECA
Dining table

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 52075 | Weight 24 kg/53 lbs | Volume 0,73 m³/26 cu ft

Tabletop

Tamari glass top
22252076000

HPL
24452076300

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.
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Measurements

Additional Items

Collection: Named after Manhattan’s ‘Triangle Below Canal Street’ neighborhood, Richard Frinier’s TRIBECA collec-
tion plays on the dynamic interaction of triangles and ellipses, evoking the spirit and shapes of Danish Modernism. The 
strong yet lightweight metal shapes are created by hydroforming, an advanced technology usually reserved for racing 
cars and bicycles. 

Dining table: Its exposed metal legs darkened to a walnut-wood hue typical of Danish Modern, this dining table fea-
tures a similarly-colored top in a choice of HPL or single- layer safety glass. 
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, dynamic, strong, sophisticated, Scandinavian, versatile
Options: Item is available with glass tabletop lacquered and satinated in tamari dark brown or HPL tabletop in wenge 
wood look.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Cover

cm
inch

200

73

100

TRIBECA
Dining table

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 52065 | Weight 34 kg/75 lbs | Volume 1,46 m³/52 cu ft

Tabletop

Tamari glass top
22252066000

HPL
24452066300

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.
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Measurements

Additional Items

Collection: Named after Manhattan’s ‘Triangle Below Canal Street’ neighborhood, Richard Frinier’s TRIBECA collec-
tion plays on the dynamic interaction of triangles and ellipses, evoking the spirit and shapes of Danish Modernism. The 
strong yet lightweight metal shapes are created by hydroforming, an advanced technology usually reserved for racing 
cars and bicycles. 

Side table: Its exposed metal legs darkened to a walnut-wood hue typical of Danish Modern, this side table features a 
similarly-colored top in a choice of HPL or single- layer safety glass. 
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, dynamic, strong, sophisticated, Scandinavian, versatile
Options: Item is available with glass tabletop lacquered and satinated in tamari dark brown or HPL tabletop in wenge 
wood look.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Cover

cm
inch

54

45

54

TRIBECA
Side table

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 52033 | Weight 4,3 kg/9 lbs | Volume 0,13 m³/5 cu ft

Tabletop

Tamari glass top
22252034000

HPL
24452034300
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Measurements

Additional Items

Collection: Named after Manhattan’s ‘Triangle Below Canal Street’ neighborhood, Richard Frinier’s TRIBECA collec-
tion plays on the dynamic interaction of triangles and ellipses, evoking the spirit and shapes of Danish Modernism. The 
strong yet lightweight metal shapes are created by hydroforming, an advanced technology usually reserved for racing 
cars and bicycles. 

Coffee table: Its exposed metal legs darkened to a walnut-wood hue typical of Danish Modern, this coffee table fea-
tures a similarly-colored top in a choice of HPL or single- layer safety glass. 
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Innovative, dynamic, strong, sophisticated, Scandinavian, versatile
Options: Item is available with glass tabletop lacquered and satinated in tamari dark brown or HPL tabletop in wenge 
wood look.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Cover

cm
inch

120

39

64

TRIBECA
Coffee table

Design by Richard Frinier | Item code: 52035 | Weight 5,8 kg/13 lbs | Volume 0,3 m³/11 cu ft

Tabletop

Tamari glass top
22252036000

HPL
24452036300


